Year 1 Topic Work – Summer 1
Observe Nature!

Talk about food.
Make sure you can name the

Look for signs of new life every
time you are out for a walk.

it into food groups such as
fruit, vegetables and meat.

Look up where food comes from.

nature as you look for

The origin is often named on the

E.g.Buds on plants, new
flowers and maybe baby

to cook a healthy
meal

food you eat at home and sort

Observe changes in
signs of spring.

Help

packet so you can find that

Type sentences about an animal you like
using word processing software such

Make your own

as Word.

sandwich by spreading

Remember to use important keys on the

the butter and cutting the

keyboard, like the SPACE BAR, RETURN

cheese.

KEY, the SHIFT KEY and the
BACKSPACE.

place on a computer or on a

You could cut or grate

map in an atlas.

some carrots or peppers
as a healthy snack

animals in nearby

Make an animal poster on the computer.

Can you remember how to use the
EDITING TOOLS to change the font,
colour and size?

fields.

Draw the objects you
have observed in pencil,
pencil crayon, felt tip or
paint.

Make a food collage picture by
cutting up pictures from a
magazine.

Help to make your
favourite tea for your
family. Weigh ingredients,
using measuring scales,

Once it is finished, print it and bring it
to show us in school.

Dogs

and chop or grate the
vegetables before they are
cooked in a pan.

Feed your dog and take it for a walk every day.
Dogs like to play and run.

Cut fruit in half and
We’d love to see your
artwork in class!

draw a picture of what
you can see.

It would also be fun to
bake some cakes but
remember to help with the

Dogs need to be groomed.

Ask a grown up to help you copy and
paste a picture into your document.

washing up too!

